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The Problem
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5M
Americans 
will get an 

eating disorder 
this year1

20%
will get care2

only 1%

will get 
treatment that 

works
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+ Had 10+ residential stays in treatment
+ Insurance paid $900k; her family paid over $500K 

out-of-pocket
+ Finished high school outside of school setting
+ Never held a real relationship
+ Leaves friends, art class, soccer team
+ Sam describes her life as essentially pausing at 15

Meet Sam
A young white woman with anorexia nervosa who has 
been in and out of residential centers for 15 years
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Equip’s Solution
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Transforming care through 
Family-Based Treatment, 
delivered at home
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We know the treatment that works. 
But it’s stuck in academic settings.

90%
of patients can receive outpatient 
treatment without higher level of 
care when using evidence-based 

treatment like FBT4
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Family-Based Treatment (FBT) is built on the radical idea 
that families should be included in their child’s care

86%
of patients see 

positive outcomes 
from FBT5

47%+
of adolescents with 

anorexia nervosa see 
full remission with FBT6
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Equip builds upon 
Family-Based Treatment 

with what we call FBT+
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+ We provide all patients with a
dedicated 5-person care team

Physician/
Psychiatrist Dietitian Therapist Peer 

Mentor
Family 
Mentor
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+ We adapt treatment
to be fully virtual

● Increased accessibility
The vast majority of Americans don’t 
live near eating disorder providers

● Treatment is arranged to fit 
family’s needs and schedule
Helps patient build a life worth living
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+ We add mentorship to help
patients stay in treatment

● Recovered peer and family mentors 
help patients and families believe 
recovery is not only possible—it’s 
worth it

● Patients and families are matched 
with mentors who have shared 
lived experiences to ensure 
treatment is a safe space
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+ We meet underserved communities where they are

● We’ve built our provider team with a wealth of diverse 
backgrounds and life experiences
○ BIPOC
○ LBGTQIA, including trans/non-binary providers
○ Spanish speaking team
○ Shared experiences including higher weight bodies, 

disabilities, poverty, single parent families, 
divorced/co-parenting

● We solve for food insecurity, technology gaps, and 
needed community resources to ensure that treatment 
is accessible to all.
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Program footprint 
& initial outcomes



Patient Demographics
Diagnosis

Our Patients at a Glance
● Admitting patients ages 6-24, living 

CA, TX, NY & NJ with any ED dx
● Treating all gender identities; 17% of 

patients identify as cis-male, 
transgender, or nonbinary

● Providing culturally humble care

Age

Patient panel demographic data represents all admitted patients as of 7/19/21 (n=139)

198+
Patients 

enrolled to 
date
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Patient Medical History

ED Treatment History Comorbidities

Prior to starting treatment at Equip, 46% of patients reported suicidal ideations and 7% made a suicide attempt

Patient data as of 7/19/21

Equipped to handle the most fragile, complex cases
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Our patients are seeing meaningful improvement

8.5/10
Average family 

satisfaction score 
(NPS)

68%
of families saw 

improvements in 
self-efficacy

65%
of patients saw 

improvements in 
EDE-QS score

Data represent all admitted patients as of 6/30/21 
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Weight gain outcome demonstrate it’s working

21%
of patients 
gain 5 lbs 
by week 3

60%
of patients reach 

95% of target 
weight by week 16

1.1 lbs
Average weekly 

weight gain

Data represent all admitted patients as of 6/30/21 with weight restoration goals
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Meet 
Equip’s patients
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+ Multiple suicide attempts
+ Treatment has become her life and she has little space for 

hobbies or friends
+ Hasn’t been to her school in 2+ years
+ Her family has relocated to a different state to get treatment
+ Was discharged from institutional treatment settings 

because of treatment resistance 

Meet Ayesha
15-year old cisgender Pakistani-American girl with  
anorexia nervosa whose life has become her treatment

+ In-hospital care for 4 years including PHP, IOP, medical, and 
psychiatric admissions

+ Multiple admissions to a residential treatment center
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+ Stabilize medical and 
psychiatric vitals

+ Help family manage 
suicidal behavior

+ Develop meal compliance
+ Allow Ayesha to go back to 

school - her biggest wish

+ 1-2 pounds of weight gain 
per week until TWR

+ Prevented hospitalization
+ Started medication after 

previously resisting 

Ayesha’s Equip 
experience

Personalized goals

+ Ayesha’s family, 
including siblings, are 
an active part of her 
care team

+ Ayesha’s mentor is 
able to help her work 
through suicidal 
thoughts

Outcomes
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Equip/Cigna Partnership
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Cigna Partnership

WAORCAMTIDNVAZUTWYCONMTXOKKSNESDNDMNIAMOARLAMSALGAFLSCTNNCILWIMIINKYWVVAPANYVTNHNJDEMDWashington D.C.MACTRI

Growing national footprint
● Live in CA, TX, NY, & NJ
● More states coming soon

In-network since April 2021
● Currently admitting commercial 

population members ages 6-24
● Able to accept all ED dx or 

suspected ED dx
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How to refer patients
Required referral info
● Member Name 
● Parent/Guardian name
● Member DOB
● State of Residence
● Contact Phone #
● Prior ED hx &/or Tx
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If you have a patient ages 6-24 with a suspected ED diagnosis, you can 
refer them to Equip by:

● Emailing join@equip.health with relevant contact, dx, and 
treatment history information

● Calling the Admissions team on our toll free line: 855-387-4378



“Anorexia felt like trekking
through a dense jungle
—overwhelming.

Equip lifted the fog
and handed us
the map.”
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Questions?
Contact hello@equip.health to request more information or

contact join@equip.health to speak with our admissions team
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